VISIO 24

to see with different eyes.

The everyday
electronic magnifier
When your eyesight begins to fail and your
glasses are no longer enough, reading can
become a tremendous challenge. This is
where the electronic magnifiers VISIO 24
come in, helping you retain that all important
independence.
The VISIO 24 provide extra magnification with
a crisp, clear picture so you can lead a normal
life again. VISIO 24 magnify printed texts but
also photos and other objects in full colour or
contrasting colours if desired.
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Visit us at www.visiobraille.de

Large 24” TFT widescreen monitor
Crisp, clear picture at the press of a
button
2MP / 1080p Full HD
height-adjustable monitor
Intuitively operated buttons with clear
markings
Reading line and reading curtain
Easy to use – Switch-on and go
Complete standard functionality
Energy-saving LED lighting

VISIO 24
Place your documents and objects on the XY-table
and VISIO 24 magnifies them on a widescreen
monitor. Size, contrast and brightness can be
adjusted to suit your needs. All the controls are
mounted at the bottom of the screen for easy
access, and are large and logical. For difficult
reading material such as newspapers, the VISIO
24 can enhance the text making it clearer. VISIO
24 is the standard model with 6 buttons and offers
more contrasting colour combinations. VISIO 24
is the perfect solution for independent living.

Retain your daily independence
with the VISIO 24

The aesthetically pleasing and space-saving
design fits all environments.

Technical specifications
VISIO 24
■■ Control panel with 6 buttons
■■ 14 artificial colours with autofocus
■■ Full-HD Camera
Magnification range:
■■ 2,2 to 60 times magnification
Image:
■■ Full-colour, artificial colour combinations,
inverse mode

Easy to use function keys on the front.

Monitor:
■■ Full-colour, 24“ (60,96 cm)
■■ 16:9 format, widescreen with LED backlight
technology
Settings:
■■ Magnification, automatic contrast, image
optimizing function
■■ Reading line and reading curtain
Voltage:
■■ 100 - 240 VAC 50 - 60 Hz 1.7 A

VisioBraille GmbH
Oßmaritzer Straße 4c
D-07745 Jena

phone.: 03641 - 2816-400
fax.:
03641 - 2816-416

Switch-on and VISIO 22 is immediately ready
to use.
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Size and weight:
■■ 53 cm x 63 cm x 58 cm
■■ appr. 11,5 kg (appr. 25.4 lbs.)

